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Market Overview: 
  

 2015 was a bumper year for travel from Germany to the US. 2016 was lower. 2017 is 
forecasted to maintain at 2016 levels. 

 Substantially more new airline routes to the USA from Germany and Europe this 
summer. Flight costs are a smaller portion of total travel expenditures this year. 

 The USD was trading at $1.40 in 2015; in 2016 it was trading at $1.10 and it is 
currently trading at $1.05. Travel to the US is simply more expensive based on 
currency. 

 Germany remains economically very strong; GDP growth estimates have already 
been raised for 2017. 

  
Key Initiatives and Recent Results: 
 

 Trained over 400 travel agents, executed ten marketing activities with ten major 
German tour operators, attended trade shows (ITB, IPW, Summit) and consumer 
shows (three large shows with more than 300,000 visitors and several smaller 
shows) 

 Fam tours for product managers (Post-Summit) and with Aer Lingus in May. 

 In cooperation with Thomas Cook Germany, we sent five travel editors to New 
England in the summer of 2016. Theme of the Fam was “Historic New England.” This 
fam resulted in eight articles with a total readership of 2.5 million. 

 Total media value in FY 16/17 as of April: $13,538,383 
  
Outlooks/Trends: 
  

 Many European governments are holding national elections this year; Germany’s 
federal election is in September 2017. 

 Freedom of trade and freedom of movement are very important for Germans within 
Europe, and internationally. 

 The USA remains Germany’s #1 long-haul destination. Multiple stories about the US 
are in the German news every day – the USA is omnipresent in the media landscape. 

 The USA is fundamentally viewed as a safe destination. But the recent changes in 
entry policy is very confusing and causes unnecessary uncertainty about travel to the 
US. 

 


